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Disclosure
The views expressed in these posts are those of the authors and are current only through the date stated. These views are
subject to change at any time based upon market or other conditions, and Eaton Vance disclaims any responsibility to up date
such views. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice and, because investment decisions for Eaton Vance are
based on many factors, may not be relied upon as an indication of trading intent on behalf of any Eaton Vance fund. The
discussion herein is general in nature and is provided for informational purposes only. There is no guarantee as to its accuracy or
completeness. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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'Narratives Can Box You In'
By: David Richman | October 3, 2022

Simple question: Who is feeling complacent right no w? Answer: NOBODY! What can you do? Provide sound counsel and
context to help alleviate investors' fears despite the headlines surrounding inflation. Here's ho w.
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5 Steps for Team Thesis Alignment
By: David Richman | September 28, 2022

When asked about inflation, does each team member's answer harmonize? The best teams we encounter have a disciplined
process to ensure consistent messaging by follo wing five important steps.
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'To day's Inflation Is the Canary in the Coal Mine'
By: David Richman | September 8, 2022

Your clients do not expect you to have a crystal ball or a sense of certainty about what is likely to occur next week or in the
weeks ahead. They want honesty from you. A thoughtful thesis —a timely, pithysound bite that connects the do ts to the
advice you are delivering—can make asignificant difference in conversations with existing and prospective clients.
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Cand or and Clarity Coalesce in Uncer tain Times
By: David Richman | August 23, 2022

When turbulent markets disrupt investors' sense of financial security, remember the 4 C's of conversations — c a ndor, clarity,
commitment and calm. For some timely perspective on providing candor and clarity, we turned to Eddie Perkin, chief
investment officer for equity, who shared some true wisdom. Consider these excerp ts from our recent dialogue:
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'To day's Inflation Obsession Is Overd one'
By: David Richman | August 4, 2022



Many advisors follo w our time-tested approach to running better first meetings. One important point to consider is
positioning " why us" to ward the end of your meetings for a number of reasons. In times like these, the " why us" discussion
is made even more compelling by changing the thought to " why us NOW" by harnessing the po wer of theses.
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'To day's Inflation Noise Is the Signal of the Past '
By: David Richman | July 12, 2022

With inflation continuing to be a headline story, this "market meme" presents an opportunity to break through investor
inertia. Ho w can you help prospects look past current headlines and be open to a first meeting? Consider harnessing the
po wer of theses.
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